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Like every other facet of our lives,
the pandemic has altered the way we
do things in our everyday lives. Actions such as shopping, working,
CTC Stars………….3 spending time with others and attending therapy all look and feel different.
Physical Therapy:
In light of all of these changes,
Online Activity
there is an understandable period of
Resources………….4 adjustment for everyone and we greatly appreciate your patience and underNew CTC Staff….4,6
standing with the changes we continue
to make to ensure your safety and that
Occupational
of our staff. Here is a summary of
Therapy: Why Hand
some of those modifications. We
Dominance is
have received feedback from parents/
Important ………...5
caregivers that many of these have
been positive changes:
Update
Safety measures to control risk facInformation………..5
tors associated with the spread of
COVID-19
CTC Information….6
 All individuals, including the children, are screened for COVID-19
symptoms, including a temperature check, prior to entrance into
CTC upon each visit.
 Staff wear a procedural mask and
eye protection to protect your
https://whs.org/care-treatment/
childrens-care/childrenschild and themselves.
therapy-center/
 Anyone in the building is required
to wear a mask; this includes your
child as tolerated.
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CDC cleaning guidelines are always
followed and more frequent cleanings of high touch surfaces take place
throughout the day.
 Designated workspaces for therapy to
take place that maintain >6 feet social distancing and limited exposure
to other individuals in the building.
 Only one adult and no siblings are
permitted to accompany a child in
therapy, adult must wear mask.
 Washing or sanitizing of hands by
everyone before and after each session.
 Cleaning breaks on each therapist’s
schedule between every child.
 Waiting rooms have been closed.
 Appointments are still 30 minutes
long but now start on 15 minute intervals instead of 30 minute intervals
to allow for greater social distancing
and less congestion at points of entry/
exit at our buildings. (i.e. appointments used to be at :00 or :30; now
they start at :00, :15, :30 or :45 minute marks within the hour).
Services that are currently on hold at
CTC during this phase of the
Pandemic
 Group based therapy. The majority of
our previous groups had 6-8 children,
we are limited in space to accommodate the 6 foot spacing in between
every child and require masking.
(Continued on page 6)
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Speech Therapy
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CTC Superstars!
Speech Therapy

Physical Therapy
Ezra Crafton

Ezra Crafton is our PT star due to making
amazing progress with his gross motor skills. He
used to have fair tolerance to facilitation but is
now laughing and playing with great participation. He is crawling on hands and knees with only
verbal cues instead of scooting on his bottom in
left side sitting. He is transitioning into tall kneel
independently and knee walking. He is working
on taking steps in a gait trainer only requiring assistance to steer. He enjoys exploring his environment and asking “What’s that”. When he is
not working hard on pulling to stand and standing
he loves to play with farm animals. We are so
proud of all the progress Ezra has made in physical therapy!

Shane Piktel

Congratulations to our speech star Shane! Shane
is a very hard-working 8 year who has made great
progress with his speech and literacy goals. Shane
loves playing board games and baseball. He is doing
a great job saying his /th/ sounds and reading sight
words. He wears his mask from home and a face
shield during articulation therapy. Miss Emily is
very proud of you, Shane! Keep up the great work!

Occupational Therapy
Tyson Ruillo
Tyson Rullo is an OT Star! He has been
working hard on dressing and feeding skills, as
well as, developing his fine motor abilities. He
always attends each session with a positive attitude and a willingness to complete each task with
excellent effort. Good job Tyson, Miss Theresa
and Miss Karen are proud of you!!
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Physical Therapy
Online Activity Resources



Cosmic Kids Yoga – They have a wide variety
of themed video yoga stories. There’s something
for kids of all ages and kids at heart with sessions
As we approach colder months, many families
designed around things like “The Very Hungry
are wondering how to keep their kids as active as
Caterpillar”, “Minecraft”, “Frozen”, and “Harry
they’ve been over the summer, especially with the
Potter”.
need to continue social distancing. Here are some

GoNoodle – With popular characters games and
great resources for inside games and activities to
original songs with dance moves, GoNoodle will
reduce inactive screen time and maintain strength
keep your kids entertained and up and moving
and endurance gains made over the last few
for as long as you want!
months.
Yoga Ed. – These are all online yoga classes categorized by age level. With individual classes for chilGross Motor Activities:
dren, teens, and adults, the whole family can get
 Pink Oatmeal – They have an abundance of
moving while managing stress levels.
free activity ideas like games, obstacle courses
and exercises. Visit pinkoatmeal.com, scroll
down and select the “parents start here”
box.
Physical Therapist
 Playtivities – Visit this site for ideas on famiCarley Weiss
ly games, activities for kids, parenting tips and
more. Visit playtivities.com.
 Your Therapy Source – Check out the “Free
Stuff” tab for tons of activities and exercises.
Visit yourtherapysource.com.
 Willow’s CP Journey – It can be difficult to
come up with therapeutic activities to do at
home with some of our more medically involved kiddos. Willow’s mom posts tons of
activities on her Instagram feed and in her stories that can be easily adapted for kids of all
abilities. Follow @willows_cpjourney on
Instagram.
 Pinterest – Literally anything you could ever
Carley is a physical therapist who acquired her
want (and then some) can be found here. Try
degree
from Duquesne University. She holds Bachesearching “obstacle courses”, “kids yoga”, and
“kids exercise activities” for things you can do lor of Science degrees in health sciences and biology
as a family. Visit pinterest.com or download from Duquesne. She has been working as a pediatric
PT for the past two years in early intervention and
the app.
outpatient settings. She is excited for the opportunity
to be a part of the team at the Children’s Therapy
YouTube Channels (search the following chanCenter and work with all the amazing children and
nels via YouTube):
 Little Sports – They have animated workout families. In her spare time, Carley enjoys spending
time with her family, rooting for Pittsburgh sports
videos that are about 15 minutes long each.
teams, biking, running and anything outdoors.
Submitted by Jennifer Kraus, PTA

Welcome to CTC!
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Occupational Therapy
Why Hand Dominance is Important
Submitted by Theresa Peranteau , OTR

As a therapist, I am asked many times what can
be done to establish hand dominance. First, it is
important to note why hand dominance is so critical to a child’s development. This skill is important to establish efficiency, as well as proficiency, when completing more complex tasks.
Hand dominance and bilateral coordination go
hand in hand. Children need to be able to have
their hands work together to help establish a hand
dominance. Tasks that require bilateral coordination help develop and strengthen the connection
between both sides of the brain. Here are some
tasks that can be done at home to improve bilateral coordination: snipping/cutting with scissors,
catching a ball of any size, and building with
Legos.

the two sides of the brain to work together. Here are
simple activities to improve hand dominance: playing with toy cars and playing patty-cake. Once hand
dominance is established , encouraging your child to
be consistent is key. An easy way to explain it to
kids is talking to him/her about their “working hand”
and their “helping” hand.

When Establishing hand dominance, think simple! Present an item at midline and observe which
hand your child uses to obtain the item. When coloring, place a crayon directly in front of your child and
observe which hand your child uses to obtain the
crayon. Arts and crafts can help emerge a hand dominance. Ask your child to trace his/her hand and observe which hand your child uses as a stabilizer. If
you need more ideas to complete at home, ask an
OT…there are plenty of us around CTC!

Update Information
As your child is utilizing both hands to complete a task, notice which hand your child is using
as a stabilizer and which hand is completing the
task with more control/precision. The hand that is
completing the task involving more precision and
accuracy is most likely the preferred hand.

To avoid financial issues please inform our front
office of changes ASAP.

Another aspect that can be a barrier to establishing hand dominance is the ability to cross midline. If a child will not cross midline, you will see
the child only using his/her left hand to complete
activities on the left side and then switch to his/
her right hand to complete tasks on the right side.
Establishing the ability to cross midline allows
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(Continued from page 1)

Physical Therapist

Aquatic therapy. The inability to socially disAmanda Owens
tance in the pool or the staff and children to wear
masks to reduce potential transmission of
COVID-19 prevents this modality from taking
Amanda has
place at this time.
been
a PT for 8
Expanded use of our call-in program:
years. She previ Many parents have taken advantage of our
ously worked at
call-in program to capture a second visit durChildren’s theraing the week or to reschedule an existing visit
py Center from
that they had to cancel. You can do this by
2013-2017. She
simply calling our main phone number 724has since been
942-6100 and asking about schedule availaworking as an
bility for the day or week based upon other
Early Intervention
patients cancellations. Please note that retherapist for chilscheduled appointments must be done within
dren 0-3 years old. In her spare time, Amanda enjoys
the same week for insurance coverage reaspending time with her husband and their two chilsons.
dren, Audrey (3) and Dylan (1). Amanda is so happy
The modifications that have been made to our to be back at CTC and we are excited as well!
operations have been working well but we recognize that there is always room for improvement.
If you have suggestions on how we can better
provide your child services within the guidelines
of the PA Department of Health and the CDC, we
WHS Children's Therapy Center is conveniently
welcome your continued feedback and you are
located in two Washington County locations:
welcome to share it with your child’s therapist.

CTC Information

Thank you all for the opportunity to continue
to provide Great Patient Care for your child at
Children’s Therapy Center! We wish you and
your family continued good health and happiness.

McMurray
1000 Waterdam Plaza Drive
Suite 120
McMurray, PA 15317

Sincerely,

Washington
289 North Avenue
Washington, PA 15301

Children’s Therapy Center Staff

Office Hours:
8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
(Monday through Thursday)
8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. (Friday)

WHS is proud to partner with
Washington United Way

Telephone: (724) 942-6100
Fax: (724) 942-6104

https://whs.org/care-treatment/childrens-care/childrens-therapy-center/
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